[Temporary characteristics of the process of stem cell inactivation by allogenic lymphocytes].
The time during which transplated lymphocytes block proliferation and differentiation of non-syngeic stem cells has been determined by retrasplantation of immuno-competent cells from one lethally irradiated recipient to another one. It was established that process of inactivation of CFU by allogeneic lymphocytes proceeds itwo stages. At the first stage, the colonization of recipient's tissues takes place. The colonization of tissues and processes of early recognition are completed during the first hours after transplantation of cell mixtures. At the second stage, the processes of redistribution of injected cells occur and a complete inactivation of stem cells take place. These events are completed in bone marrow and spleen 4-5 days after transplantation of cells mixture, possibly with the participation of lymphocytes sensibilized with the target-cells.